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1AAM IS
b. The number of violations detected anpesr to be pro-
portional to the number of inspections,
c. The number of vegetation violations reported
has increased each year from zero in 1971;
d. "Method of operation" violations show a significant
seasonal trend, which, in turn, can be accounted
for by a positive correlation between. violations
and monthly precipitation;
e A significant association exists among most types
of violations.
2)	 October,1975 c
Computer processing of LANDSAT-2 COT from the February 20,
1975, overpass, as well as the statistical analysis of routine
field inspection data were continued into October and were com*ted
for review at a planning meeting held late in October. On
October 23, representatives of the Kentucky Department for ?natural
Resources and Environmental Protection (DNREP), ERIM, Ford-
Bacon & Davis, Inc. (FB & D) , and MATITEMATICA, Inc., met in
Louisville, Kentucky to review preliminary results derived from
a	 the February imagery and to make final plans for the field
exerci.ze. The group continued their discussions on October 24
at the Western Kentucky Area Reclamation Office in Madisonville,
Kentucky.
Representatives of DNREP and of FB & D, working out of
the Western Kentucky Office in Yladisonville, performed most of
the planned field work on October 29, 30, and 31. Three teams
visited preselected sites in the test area. Two of the groups
used 4-wheel drive, all terrain vehicles while the third group
was transported by a state oi-med helicopter assigned to DNREP.
Ground truth observations included 35 tent color slide photographs,
along with visual identification of the type of vegetation and
the percentage of ground cover at each site.
(3)	 November, 1975
Ground truth surveys were completed during the first
week of November. Low altitude aerial photographs obtained on
October 30 were found to be unuseable because of a camera mal-
function which was not detected until the films were developed.
The test area was reflown on November 10. Excellent imagery was
obtained in black and white, and in color infrared at a scale
of 1:24,000.
Representatives of .ATHEMATICA and ERIK met on November 11,
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The ER'1 1 team, primarily oriented
toward computer processing of LANDSAT imagery, and the MATHEMATICA
team, emphasizin o Ylmodelli a and data U.n4lysi s, met to es tablish
clear auincl liz e for developi ig arc: a i l}* ng the data sets from
L.A14DSAT imagery.
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F.	 FUNDS EXPENDED TO NOVEMBER 21, 1975
,_
$1,173.00'
G.	 DATA USE TO NOVEMBER 21.1	 1975 •1
Value of Value of Value of
- Data Allowed Data Ordered Data Received
LANDSAT Imagery 700 313 237
Computer Compatible Tapes 1000 200 200
Aircraft Imagery 2538 665 665
`Updated by ad6iti.on of
•
$300 September 1975.
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H.	 AIRCRAFT DATA
No new aircraft data were received during the report period.
